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The 2024-06-11 Jihad Watch and the Left Column Daily
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Hamas forced Israeli hostages to read the Qur’an and learn Islamic
rulings

Yet every last Western analyst continues to ignore the role that Islam
plays in this conflict. “Hostages were forced to read the Quran,” Israel
National News, June 9, 2024 (thanks to The Religion of Peace): The
hostages who were freed from captivity during Saturday’s rescue
operation in Nuseirat told the medical teams that they were […]
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The Pro-Hamas Protesters Who Cause Collateral Damage

Those pro-Hamas anti-Israel protesters who have been marching along
the streets of European cities screaming their antisemitic hate, calling
for the destruction of Israel and its replacement by a 23rd Arab state —
for that is the real meaning of “From the river to the sea/Palestine shall
be free”— have damaged shops, including stand-alone stalls, […]
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DR Congo: Muslims murder over 60 Christians for refusing to convert
to Islam

The idea is not only to gain the new converts or kill those who refuse,
but to terrorize other Christians into being afraid to resist. “ISIS horror
as ‘more than 60 Christians killed’ including army officer in brutal
attack,” by Alessandra Scotto Di Santolo, Express, June 7, 2024: ISIS
has claimed responsibility for a brutal […]
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Hamas Insists the Americans Played A Role In Rescue Raid

The brilliantly executed rescue of four hostages by the Israelis has left
Hamas deeply chagrinned. Another spectacular feat for Israel — and
defeat for Hamas — simply cannot be accepted. So some have insisted
that others — the Americans — must have played a role in the
operation. It’s nonsense. The Americans have said that […]
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Biden regime denounces open support for Hamas and the calls to kill
Jews at DC rally

Yet it was to secure the support of such people that the Biden regime
betrayed Israel and stymied its war effort in Gaza. Will this hollow
denunciation placate the regime’s Jewish supporters and keep them
voting Biden in November? Probably it will for most of them, as voting
for Trump has been rendered toxic and […]
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Malaysia: Cops hunt for taxi driver who allegedly insulted Islam in
conversation with passengers

A glimpse into the future of the West. “Police identifying e-hailing driver
who allegedly insulted Islam,” Daily Express, June 6, 2024: PETALING
JAYA: Police will work with the Malaysian Communications and
Multimedia Commission (MCMC) to identify the e-hailing driver who
allegedly insulted Islam during a conversation with his passengers.
Inspector-General of Police Razarudin Husain said […]
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Germany: Muslim migrant vandalizes election posters of conservative
party and attacks cops with knife

This is the third time something like this has happened recently in
Germany: read about the first here and the second here. Before too
long, people will be too afraid to express dissent from the dominant
line. “POL-HST: Posters cut down and bus kicked,” translated from
“POL-HST: Plakate abgeschnitten und gegen Bus getreten,” Presse
Portal, […]
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Daring Israeli Rescue of Four Hostages Discredits Appeasement

The only way to stop the cycle of Islamic terrorism is to stop cutting
deals with the terrorists. After months in which it was falsely claimed
that the only way to rescue hostages was to cut a deal with  Islamic
terrorists, Israel launched a daring daylight rescue operation,
simultaneously hitting two houses where four hostages […]
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A Revolution in Europe

This ought to be a warning. A conservative revolution has swept
Europe lifting parties in France, Italy and Germany. After months of
eco-riots, the public firmly rejected green fascism and kicked them to
the curb. The results were especially stunning in Germany and France,
but political earthquakes also rocked Belgium and Austria, and despite
every […]
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Kamala Expresses Sympathies for Hostages and the Terrorists that
Held Them

The Biden administration wants Hamas to win. Americans are being
held hostage in Gaza, and Kamala’s response to a successful rescue is
to express her sympathies to both the families of the hostages and the
terrorists that held them. Speaking at a Michigan Democratic Party
fundraiser, U.S. Vice President Kamala Harris said on Saturday that
she […]
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No Arrests Made at D.C. Hamas Rally

But driving over a BLM or Pride crosswalk will get you busted quickly.
Do ‘donuts’ on a BLM or Pride crosswalk and you’ll be arrested and
face serious charges. But the Hamas supporters, and I mean Hamas
supporters, assaulting law enforcement and vandalizing monuments,
walked away without a single arrest. Not one. Not for this. Or this. Or
[…]
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The NAACP Calls On Biden to Halt Weapons Sales to Israel

There is no war that does not result in some civilian deaths. Israel is
now fighting a war it did not start and did not want, a war for its very
survival, like those it fought in 1948, 1967, and 1973. Hamas makes no
secret about its aim, enshrined in its charter, which is nothing […]
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Pakistan and Somalia elected to UN Security Council

Somalia is nearly 100% Islamic, with a record showing a range of
infamous human rights abuses committed against its population.
Pakistan is quite similar. But the UN voted these countries to the UN
Security Council (UNSC). The job of the Security Council is to hold
“responsibility for maintaining international peace and security,” making
the institution […]
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American College of Pediatricians condemns underage gender
transition

Finally, the American College of Pediatricians has issued a rebuke to
medical associations and top experts, who have been advancing an
aggressive trans agenda to the detriment of underage children. This
would include the Biden administration, which has stood by “gender
affirming care” for kids. While the American Medical Association
advocates “improving access to gender-affirming […]
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UK: Brexit champion promises to lead ‘political revolt’ because ‘nothing
works anymore’

The Left has been carrying out a revolt against Judeo-Christian
civilization for decades as it continues to undermine and erode free
societies daily, without sufficient pushback so far. In Britain, few have
noticed the disastrous transformation that is now happening. The
architect of Brexit, Nigel Farage, has been indefatigably sounding the
alarm, and is now […]
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Nigeria: Muslims stop vehicle, single out Christians, murder three of
them

This is reminiscent of other incidents, including when a Muslim in
Minnesota in 2016 asked mall shoppers if they were Muslim and then
stabbed non-Muslims. In January 2022 in Nigeria, a
man recounted that Fulani jihadis stopped him and started beating him.
Then they asked him if he was Muslim or Christian; when he said he
was Christian, […]
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India: Muslims open fire at bus carrying Hindu pilgrims, murder at least
nine people

“Make ready for them all that you can of force and of warhorses, so that
by them you may strike terror in the enemy of Allah and your enemy…”
(Qur’an 8:60) “At least 9 killed as terrorists open fire at bus carrying
pilgrims in J&K,” Reuters, June 9, 2024: At least nine people were killed
[…]
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The Seeds of the Total Destruction of the Modern Olympics Have Been
Planted

My latest in PJ Media is a VIP article. I am happy to be able to offer you
a 5% discount on becoming a VIP member at PJ Media. Just enter the
code SPENCER when you sign up here. An organization named Avaaz
has launched a campaign to ban Israel from the Olympics.
Avaaz describes itself in carefully chosen terms […]
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